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Abstract

Voyager/PRA (Planetary Radio Astronomy) data from digitized tapes archived
at CNES have been reprocessed and recalibrated. The data cover the Jupiter and
Saturn flybys of both Voyager probes. We have also reconstructed goniopolarimetric
datasets (flux and polarization) at full resolution. These datasets are currently
not available to the scientific community, but they are of primary interest for the
analysis of the Cassini data at Saturn, and the Juno data at Jupiter, as well as for
the preparation of the JUICE mission. We present the first results derived from the
re-analysis of this dataset.

1 Introduction

The Planetary Radio Astronomy (PRA) experiments [Warwick et al., 1977] onboard the
Voyager 1 and 2 spacecraft were the first radio instruments to explore the low frequency
radio emissions of the giant planets. The PRA experiment observes radio waves up to
40.5 MHz, and is capable of measuring the sense of circular polarization of the observed
radio waves.

The Voyager 1 spacecraft approached Jupiter in March 1979 and Saturn in November
1980. The Voyager 2 spacecraft approached Jupiter in July 1979, Saturn in August 1981,
Uranus in January 1986 and Neptune in August 1989. During each planetary flyby intense
radio emissions of auroral origin were observed [Warwick et al., 1979a; 1979b; 1981; 1982;
1986; 1989]. The Jovian radio emissions reach 40 MHz, as discovered from the ground
[Burke and Franklin, 1955], whereas all other giant planets show radio emission up to
∼1 MHz, as in the case of terrestrial auroral radio emissions [Zarka, 1998]. Atmospheric
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Figure 1: Voyager PRA sampling scheme in its “POLLO” mode. Each DEDR “record” is
composed of 8 “scans” containing 200 data “words” (16 bits values). The two first words of each
scan contain a 32 bits status, followed by 198 measurement words, 128 for High Band (HB) and
70 for Low Band (LB), with alternate antenna combination (R = V+ and L = V−)

radio flashes (lightning electrostatic discharges) were also observed at Saturn, Uranus,
and Neptune [Zarka and Pedersen, 1983; 1986].

The PRA data were analyzed by the Voyager team and were partly archived at the
NASA/PDS (Planetary Data System) PPI node (Planetary Plasma Interactions). Two
PRA datasets are available in the archive: the full resolution Low Frequency band (LF)
data1 covering 1.2 kHz to 1.3 MHz, and 48 s average spectra High Frequency band (HF)
data2 covering 1.2 MHz to 40.5 MHz.

While managing “orphaned” datasets in its repository, the CNES long term archive service
(SERAD, Service de Référencement et d’Archivage des Données, Data Referencing and
Archiving Service) identified a series of digitized Voyager PRA magnetic tape dumps.
This paper describes the refurbishment of this dataset.

2 PRA instrument

The PRA experiment is composed of a radio receiver sampling radio electric signals from
1.2 kHz to 40.5 MHz, and it is connected to a pair of orthogonal 10 m electric monopoles.
The receiver is divided into two bands: the low band (LB) from 1.2 kHz to 1326 kHz
composed of 70 spectral bins of 1 kHz every 19.2 kHz; the high band (HB) from 1.2 MHz

1VG1-J-PRA-3-RDR-LOWBAND-6SEC-V1.0 and VG2-J-PRA-3-RDR-LOWBAND-6SEC-V1.0: Voyager 1 and 2
PRA data during the Jupiter flyby dataset, available at NASA/PDS–PPI.
2VG1-J-PRA-4-SUMM-BROWSE-48SEC-V1.0 and VG2-J-PRA-4-SUMM-BROWSE-48SEC-V1.0: Voyager 1 and
2 PRA data during the Jupiter flyby dataset, available at NASA/PDS–PPI.
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to 40.2 MHz composed of 128 spectral bins of 200 kHz every 307.2 kHz. The radio
signals sensed by the pair of monopoles are combined with a positive or negative phase
quadrature: V± = V1 ± iV2, where V1 and V2 are the voltage sensed at antenna 1 and
2, respectively. In its “POLLO” mode (the main radio astronomy mode) the receiver
sweeps the HB and LB bands from high to low frequencies. The receiver measures the
auto-correlation (A± =

〈
V±.V ∗

±
〉
) switching the antenna voltage combination every other

measurement (see Figure 1), so that polarization measurements can be derived. The
auto-correlations can be combined to retrieve the spectral flux density and the circular
polarization of the observed radio waves as (A++A−)/2 ∝ S and (A+−A−)/(A++A−) ∝
V , where S and V are the flux density and the circular polarization degree (details are
given in Section 4). Since this derivation requires an assumption on the radio wave’s
direction of arrival, it is a genuine goniopolarimetric inversion as defined in [Cecconi,
2004; 2007]. If the radio wave is circularly polarized, the proportionality factors only
depend on the geometry of observation (orientation of the antenna system with respect
to the wave direction of propagation).

3 Data format

The magnetic tape dumps available at CNES/SERAD are composed of two high resolu-
tion datasets: EDR (Experiment Data Records) and DEDR (Decalibrated3 Experiment
Data Records). The DEDR dataset contains calibrated data and includes data from both
Voyager spacecraft for both Jupiter and Saturn flybys. The EDR dataset contains un-
calibrated data and covers all planetary flybys. The SERAD archive contains 110 DEDR
files and 1255 EDR files. The present paper deals with the DEDR dataset. Further work
is planned to process the EDR dataset.

The documentation attached to the SERAD datasets were limited to a technical descrip-
tion of the data stream in the tapes: the DEDR science record data format and EDR
record data format specification (pages extracted from Street [1977]) and the archive de-
scription and inventory file [Huc, 1996]. The organization of the EDR header, used for
EDR and DEDR tapes, is described, as well as that of the DEDR format. Information
on the operating mode was coded in the mode configuration words. Other documents are
available online and describe the overall spacecraft and instrument configurations, modes
and characteristics. Limited documentation on the calibration (e.g., EDR to DEDR data
level) was also available in the laboratory since a few researchers of the team worked
on Voyager–PRA data when the instrument was active. Finally, thanks to D.R. Evans’
(retired from Radiophysics Inc.) personal cheat–sheet, we could decode the observation
mode configuration and have access to the complete configuration of the PRA for each
record.

The DEDR record data section is described in Street [1977] and is recalled in Figure 1.
Each spectral sweep (i.e., “scan”) lasts for 6 s. Individual measurements are made every

3In this context, “decalibrated” means that a calibration has been applied to the data. This misleading
naming convention is not used in current data processing pipelines.
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30 ms. The DEDR data files contain calibrated data. The calibrated “POLLO” (Polar-
ization Low rate) data have been extracted and reordered into daily files. This dataset is
named L2.

4 Polarization derivation

The full resolution PRA data can be processed to extract flux density and polarization
measurements, combining A+ and A− data samples. Due to the sampling scheme, this
combination can be done in two ways: inversion L3f usesA± samples at the same frequency
on two successive scans; inversion L3t is using successive A± samples, from adjacent
frequency bins. Inversion L3f has better spectral resolution, but requires a consistent
signal for 6 s. Inversion L3t has a better temporal resolution (signal must be stable
over 30 ms), but mixes signals from different spectral bins. Both inversions require an
assumption on the direction of arrival of the radio wave. Similarly to the “two-antenna
polarimeter” inversion of Cecconi and Zarka [2005] (see Section 2.1.3.1 in that paper), we
assume here that the radio wave is propagating into the direction defined by the line from
the spacecraft to the observed planet.

Both L3f and L3t inversions require an accurate antenna calibrations. Several antenna
calibrations for the PRA experiment have been published [Warwick et al., 1977; Ortega–
Molina and Lecacheux, 1990; Wang and Carr, 1994], but are not fully consistent one to
the other, neither with notations nor results. The analysis and selection of the antenna
calibrations will be conducted in the next months.

Following the same formalism as Cecconi and Zarka [2005], in the so-called “short antenna
range” (wavelength is large compared to the antenna length), the voltage at the antenna

feed is Vi = �E.�hi. This scalar product is valid in any frame, but the wave frame is more
suitable. The wave frame is defined such that �z is the wave vector, and the �x and �y axes
complete the orthogonal triad. In this frame, the electric field �E has only two components
and the scalar product can be written as: Vi = Ex.hix +Ey.hiy, where hix and hiy are the

projections of the �hi antenna on the �x and �y axes. The combinations of auto-correlations
are then:

A+ + A− = 〈ExE
∗
x〉

(
h2
1x + h2

2x

)
+

〈
EyE

∗
y

〉 (
h2
1y + h2

2y

)
+

(〈
ExE

∗
y

〉
+ 〈EyE

∗
x〉
)
(h1xh1y + h2xh2y)

A+ − A− =(h2xh1y − h1xh2y)
(〈
ExE

∗
y

〉− 〈EyE
∗
x〉
)

In the wave frame, the Stokes parameters Q,U, V are related to the electric field com-
ponent auto- and cross-correlations as: 〈ExE

∗
x〉 = SZ0(1 + Q),

〈
EyE

∗
y

〉
= SZ0(1 − Q),〈

ExE
∗
y

〉
= SZ0(U − iV ) and 〈EyE

∗
x〉 = SZ0(U + iV ), where Z0 is the impedance of free

space. The combinations of auto-correlations are thus:

A+ + A− =SZ0

[
(1 +Q)

(
h2
1x + h2

2x

)
+ (1−Q)

(
h2
1y + h2

2y

)
+ 2U (h1xh1y + h2xh2y)

]
A+ − A− =− 2iV SZ0 (h2xh1y − h1xh2y)
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Figure 2: Level 2 data summary plot for Voyager 1 during its Jupiter flyby, on 1979, March 6th.
The upper plot shows the raw spectral flux density with a linear frequency axis, whereas the
lower one shows the same data with a log-scale frequency axis.

In case the observed radio wave is purely circularly polarized (i.e., U = 0 and Q = 0),
(A+ + A−)/2 provides S, after correction for the antenna orientation in the wave frame,
and (A+ + A−)/2i provides the circular polarization degree of the wave.

The derivation of the wave Stokes parameters requires a good calibration of the antenna
effective lengths and directions. Several authors have published different calibrations for
the PRA antennas. The physical antenna parameters (actual directions and lengths of
the sensors) are provided in Warwick et al. [1977]. The first sets of effective antenna
parameters were published in [Ortega–Molina and Daigne, 1984] and [Ortega–Molina and
Lecacheux, 1990]. A more recent study explores asymmetric antenna patterns [Wang and
Carr, 1994]. Applying these effective antenna parameters on the L3f and L3t inversion will
be conducted in the coming months. Figures 2, 3, and 4 show the measured flux density
and the circular polarization degrees using the two inversions. The data presented in
Figures 3, and 4 use physical antenna parameters for the goniopolarimetric inversions.
The background is removed from the L2 data before processing the L3f and L3t data.
The vertical polarization reversal at about 03:00 SCET shows that the antenna directions
are not correctly handled. This is expected as the effective antenna directions may be
very different from the physical antenna directions.
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Figure 3: Level 3f data summary plot for Voyager 1 during its Jupiter flyby, on 1979, March
6th, using the physical antenna parameters. The upper plot shows the spectral flux density with
a log-scaled frequency axis, whereas the lower one shows the circular polarization degree with
the same frequency axis.

5 Datasets and access

The refurbished Voyager PRA full resolution data collection is composed of 5 datasets:
Level 1 dataset (temporally sorted DEDR scans re-dispatched into daily files and operating
modes); Level 2 dataset (daily files of “POLLO” mode DEDR individual records); Level
3f dataset (daily files of flux and polarization derived from “POLLO” mode DEDR Level 2
data, using the L3f inversion); Level 3t dataset (daily files of flux and polarization derived
from “POLLO” mode DEDR Level 2 data, using the L3t inversion); Ephemeris dataset
(daily files of planetary ephemeris, one file per planet, in the spacecraft frame); Summary
plot dataset (daily summary plots for L2, L3f and L3t data, as shown on Figures 2, 3,
and 4).

Since this work is still in progress, data are not publicly available, yet. When completed,
the data collection will be available from the MASER (Measurement, Analysis and Simu-
lations of Emission in the Radio range) service4 at the Observatoire de Paris. Direct access
to data for download will be available at: http://maser.obspm.fr/data/voyager/pra.
Final data products will be prepared in CDF (Common Data Format), so that common
tools (like Autoplot [Faden et al., 2010]) can handle the data easily. The data products

4MASER web site: http://maser.lesia.obspm.fr
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Figure 4: Level 3t data summary plot for Voyager 1 during its Jupiter flyby, on 1979, March
6th, using the physical antenna parameters. The upper plot shows the spectral flux density with
a log-scaled frequency axis, whereas the lower one shows the circular polarization degree with
the same frequency axis.

will also be available from the VESPA (Virtual European Solar and Planetary Access)
[Erard et al., 2018] query portal5 .

6 Discussion and further work

The two goniopolarimetric inversions that we have set up are complementary. The L3f
inversion focuses on data measured at the same frequency, but on consecutive sweeps
(i.e., the individual samples of each pair of L2 data are measured 6 seconds apart). The
L3t inversion conversely focuses on data measured almost simultaneously in adjacent
frequency bins. L3f data are more subject to interference on flux measurements, since data
are extracted from a single spectral bin. As seen in Figure 3, interferences with constant
power (removed with the background) produce spectral gaps (as seen at about 100 kHz and
1.5 MHz), or background spectral lines (see between 2 and 10 MHz). L3t data are more
immune to interference lines because they use measurements from adjacent spectral bins.
This produces, however, a broadening of spectral features, as seen in Figure 4, especially
for nKOM emissions around 100 kHz and at the lowest frequencies below 30 kHz. The

5VESPA query portal: http://vespa.obspm.fr
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same remarks apply for polarization measurements. The full characterization of the L3t
and L3f inversion sensitivity to interference and signal fluctuations will be studied in the
next months. However, the next step will be to compare and select the calibrated electric
antenna parameters that have been previously published.

The reprocessing of the Voyager PRA data will provide the community with a unique
dataset. The preliminary data samples presented in this paper clearly show that the
reanalysis of this dataset will be very interesting, especially in light of the discoveries
by the Galileo, Juno, and Cassini spacecraft at Jupiter and Saturn. At Jupiter, we will
search for radio emissions modulated by the Galilean satellites, including the study of the
polarization of the corresponding radio bursts [Louis et al., 2017]. At Saturn, the high
temporal resolution measurements with polarization will provide crucial clues and new
ideas on the still unexplained rotational modulation of the Kronian system [Lamy et al.,
2011].
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